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PREFACE
Planning is a prerequisite for effective development. Development becomes comprehensive when growth
centres are identified considering physical, social and economic variables of an area in an integrated manner.
This indicates that planning of villages and towns are to be complementary. Second Administrative Reforms
Commission (ARC) while interpreting the article 243 ZD of the Constitution of India states as follows. “This, in
other words, means that the development needs of the rural and urban areas should be dealt with in an integrated
manner and, therefore, the district plan, which is a plan for a large area consisting of villages and towns, should
take into account such factors as ‘spatial planning’, sharing of ‘physical and natural resources’, integrated
development of infrastructure’ and ‘environmental conservation’. All these are important, because the
relationship between villages and towns is complementary. One needs the other. Many functions that the towns
perform as seats of industry, trade and business and as providers of various services, including higher education,
specialized health care services, communication etc have an impact on the development and welfare of rural
people. Similarly, the orderly growth of the urban centre is dependent on the kind of organic linkage it establishes
with its rural hinterland”. Therefore a move of harmonizing urban and rural centres of an area can be said as a
move of planned urbanisation of the area.
In this context, it is relevant to mention the 74 th Amendment Act of the Constitution of India, which
mandated the District Planning Committee to prepare a draft development plan for the district. As per Article
243 ZD of the Constitution, the District Planning Committee (DPC) shall consolidate Panchayat/Municipality
Plans in the district and prepare draft development plan for the district as a whole. The Constitution also specifies
that while preparing draft development plan due regard shall be given to matters of common interest between
panchayats and municipalities including spatial planning, sharing of water and other physical and natural resources,
the integrated development of infrastructure and environmental conservation. In this respect, the district of
Kollam has conducted an important experiment of preparation of an Integrated District Development Plan
(IDDP) for the district. Through preparation of IDDP, the District Planning Committee of Kollam has become the
first ever DPC in the country to own a District Development Plan as envisaged by the Constitution. This pathbreaking venture has become a model in participatory district planning in a spatial platform. The Plan was
released during the international conference on district planning held at Kollam in August 2009. The Plan is now
sanctioned by Government of Kerala. As per G.O (Rt) 354/04/LSGD dated 01.02.07, the State Government have
extended the project to the remaining districts in the State and the districts of Alappuzha, Thrissur, Idukki,
Palakkad and Wayanad were selected for extending the project in the first phase. However, even in these
districts, preparation of IDDP is yet to be completed.
Preparation of such a plan will surely need decisions and commitment at various levels due to the multiplicity
of agencies involved and the vast spectrum of aspects to be addressed. However, delay in planning shall not
affect development. Hence a step by step approach may be adopted in planning. Therefore, the Department of
Town and Country Planning evolved a sequence of plan preparation at district level, involving District Urbanisation
Report (DUR), District Spatial Plan (DSP) and Integrated District Development Plan (IDDP).
The District Urbanisation Report defines the future spatial structure of a district, which is formulated by
integrating hierarchy and activity pattern of urban and rural settlements and the connectivity between them.
The spatial structure of a district will act as a frame for the orderly development of urban centres and their rural

hinterland subsequently leading to a planned urbanisation.
The District Spatial Plan is a synergistic form of the District Urbanisation Report, since as a plan it is
congruent to a single unified physical design for the district through setting development goals and objectives
and formulating the development concept of the district. DSP will frame the general policies and strategies and
streamline directions of development of the district. The Development Directives of DSP is carved in the spatial
platform through the synthesis of findings of the analysis over the spatial structure based on secondary sources
of data. But it lacks the resource studies as co-ordination of various agencies remain as an uphill task.
The Integrated District Development Plan can be termed as the highest echelon of this series and manifest
all features of the draft district development plan as envisaged in Article 243ZD of the Constitution of India.
Democratisation of planning and translation of sectoral policies into spatial plans are the paramount qualities of
IDDP as against DSP. IDDP comprises of two components; a Perspective Plan for 15-20 years and an Execution Plan
for 5 years.
As said earlier, IDDP for Kollam District is already prepared under the leadership of the District Planning
Committee, Kollam with the involvement of all the Local Governments in the district and Special Technical
Advisory Committee for IDDP. The Department of Town and Country Planning gave technical support for Plan
preparation besides coordinating the entire process in the role of nodal agency.
Now, the Department has prepared District Spatial Plans for the districts of Thrissur and Palakkad and
District Urbanisation Reports for the districts of Thiruvananthapuram, Pathanamthitta, Kottayam, Ernakulam,
Idukki, Malappuram, Kozhikkode, Wayanad, Kannur, Alappuzha and Kasaragod. The District Urbanisation Report
for Thiruvananthapuram is one among the series.
I take this opportunity to appreciate the officials of the Thiruvananthapuram District Office of the
Department, headed by Sri. S. Ajay Kumar in the preparation of this document. The State Project Cell for LDPIDDP-SPP played anchor role in this regard, right from conceptualisation to shaping the end product. The toolkits
and customised computer applications developed by the State Project Cell has enabled the district offices to
accomplish the task in a time bound manner. I also appreciate the consistent efforts of Sri. Jacob Easow, Senior
Town Planner, Smt.Ushakumari.P.R, Town Planner, Sri. Baiju.K, Deputy Town Planner and other officials of the
State Project Cell. I also appreciate the officials of the circle headed by Smt. Ann Jacob Senior Town Planner for
their efforts in vetting and finalising the District Urbanisation Report for Thiruvananthapuram.
This is a first step on the ladder leading to the draft development plan for the district as laid down in the
Constitution. It is hoped that the district of Thiruvananthapuram will further extend the District Urbanisation
Report into Integrated District Development Plan for the district.
Certainly, the District Urbanisation Report for Thiruvananthapuram will provide a framework for
development as well as future planning of the district.

EAPEN VARUGHESE
Thiruvananthapuram

Chief Town Planner

11- 02-2011
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Chapter-1
PROFILE OF THE DISTRICT

This Chapter gives a brief description on profile of
Thiruvananthapuram district.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Thiruvananthapuram is the southernmost district
of Kerala State and Thiruvananthapuram city is the
capital of the “God’s own Country”. The district is a
slice of Kerala as it covers all the three topographical
features of land i.e. the low lying coastal belt along
Lakshadweep Sea, undulating terrain of mid land and
the green mountain forests of Western Ghats.

1.2

LOCATION

The district is located at 8° 17’N and 8° 51’N
latitude and 76° 41’E and 77° 17’E longitude.

1.3

Plate 1.1 Thiruvananthapuram District
The District has 14 Assembly Constituencies and
2 Parliament Constituencies.
Table 1.1 Administrative divisions of Thiruvananthapuram

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS

The entire district is treated as one Revenue
Division, spread over 2192sq.kms. This district has four
taluks viz. Thiruvananthapuram, Chirayinkeezhu,
Nedumangad, and Neyyattinkara. There are 12
development blocks and 115 revenue villages in the
district as on 1st January 2006 (Table 1.1).
The district had 83 Local Self Governments (LSGs)
comprising one Municipal Corporation, 4 Municipal
councils and 78 Grama Panchayats in the district as on
1st January 2006. Of these, 5 Panchayats were merged
to Thiruvananthapuram Corporation and as on 1 st
November 2010 the number of LSGs is 73. Figure 1.1
shows Grama Panchayats and Municipalities of
Thiruvananthapuram District.

Source - Compiled from different sources
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 1.1 Local bodies of Thiruvananthapuram District

1.4

TOPOGRAPHY AND PHYSICAL FEATURES

The district stretches along the shores of the
Lakshadweep Sea for a distance of 73.6 kms. This district
is surrounded by Kollam district on the North,
Thirunelveli and Kanyakumari districts of Tamil Nadu
on the East and the South respectively. The district can
be divided into three geographical regions-highlands,
midlands and lowlands. Chirayinkeezhu and
Thiruvananthapuram taluks lie in the midland and low
land regions, while Nedumangad taluk lies in midland
and highland regions and Neyyattinkara taluk stretch
over all the three regions.
The large forest reserves favourably affect the
climate and induce more rain in the district. In the
mountain ranges, intense cold is experienced, whereas
lower down, the climate is bracing and in the plains, it
is generally hot and humid. Though the mean maximum
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala

temperature is only around 32OC, it is oppressive in the
moisture-laden atmosphere of the plains. Humidity is
high and rises to about 90 per cent during the southwest
monsoon. The average rainfall is around 150 cm per
annum. It is significant that the district gets rainfall both
from the southwest and the northeast monsoons. The
southwest monsoon starts by the end of May or from
the beginning of June and fades out by September,
while the northeast monsoon commences in October.
Dry weather sets in by the end of December. December,
January and February are the coolest months of the year.
March, April and May are generally hot. During the
months of April and May, the mean daily maximum
temperature rises up to 35 degree Celsius and in the
days of December-January, it may go down to 25 degree
Celsius.
Physiographically, the highland region comprises
mainly of mountains. Bounded on the east and
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northeast by the mountain ranges of the Western Ghats,
the highland comprises cash crop plantations such as
rubber, tea, cardamom and other spices. Timber trees
like teak, rose wood, etc. are also grown in this region.
Western Ghats is aligned along the interstate boundary
on east of the district. The Ghats maintain an average
elevation of 814 meters rising to peaks of 1219 to 1869
meters above sea level. The Agastyakoodam, the
southernmost peak in the Ghats is mostly in
Thiruvananthapuram district. The lower part of this
peak is acknowledged for its rare flora and fauna. Around
2100 varieties of rare plants, medicinal herbs, orchids
can be found in the mountain base. It also has a variety
of wildlife and birds. Mukkunnimala (1074 meters) is
yet another place having the potential for a health resort
in the district.
The midland region, lying between the Western
Ghats and the lowlands, is made up of small and tiny
hills and valleys. An area of intense agricultural activity,
this region is enriched with paddy, tapioca, spices and
cashew cultivation. The low land is comparatively
narrow and comprises of rivers, deltas and seashore
and is densely covered with coconut palms.
Among the three rivers in the district, the Neyyar
(56 kms), the southernmost river of the Kerala State,
has its origin in the Agastyakoodam. Karamana river (67
kms) originates from Vayuvanthol (vazhuvanthol),

Figure 1.2 Water bodies-Thiruvananthapuram District
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another mountain in Western Ghats and the
Vamanapuram River has its origin in Chemunji Mottai
of the Western Ghats.
The extensive backwaters of Thiruvananthapuram provide picturesque view of a paradise. The
intricate lagoons, lakes, canals and rivers are lined up
along the dense tropical vegetation of
Thiruvananthapuram. The major lakes are Veli,
Kadinamkulam, Anchuthengu(Anjengo), Kappil,
Akathumuri and the Edava-Nadayara lakes. Besides
these, there is a fresh water lake at Vellayani in
Thiruvananthapuram taluk.
Another significant water body is the TS canal,
the waterway across the State. Previously used as a
means for transport of both people and goods, the canal
starts from Thiruvananthapuram and ends at Shornur
in Palakkad district connecting various lakes on the way.
It includes National Waterway-3 from Kollam to
Kottapuram (Kodungallur).

1.5

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS

As per 2001 census, Kerala is the most literate
State in India having literacy rate of 90.92%. Interdistrict analysis within Kerala reveals that the highest
literacy is recorded in Kottayam district (95.9%) and the

Chart 1.1 Sector wise Gross State Domestic Product,
Thiruvananthapuram (Economic Review 2009)
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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lowest is in Palakkad district (84.3%). The literacy rate
of Thiruvananthapuram is 89.4%, which is just below
the State average.
The work force participation ratio (WFPR) in
Kerala during 2001 is 32.3%. Thiruvananthapuram
district recorded a percentage of 32.40% which is more
or less equal to the State average.
District wise distribution at factor cost at
current price of Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP)
shows that the Ernakulam district continues to have
GSDP at Rs. 20,82,317 in 2006-07(Economic Review 2009).
While lowest Gross State Domestic Product was
recorded in Wayanad district (Rs.2,96,763), the GSDP of
Thiruvananthapuram district is Rs. 15,68,997, (10.82%
of total GSDP of State i.e. 14,50,0932) in 2006-07 and is
ranked 2nd in the State.
For Thiruvananthapuram, primary sector
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contributes 11%, secondary sector 26% and tertiary 63% of GSDP at factor cost at current price (Chart 1.1).
Manifestly the district is second only to
Ernakulam in Per capita income having Rs. 46,161/during 2006-2007 (Economic Review, 2009).

1.6

INFERENCE

Physiography of Thiruvananthapuram district
changes from plane coastal to highly undulating
highland making a varied physiography within a distance
of 45 odd Kms from coastal belt and then mid land to
State boundary in high ranges. The district is blessed
with essential natural resources such as fresh water and
fertile land. The tertiary sector is the major contributor
to GSDP, reflecting the people’s affection towards
tertiary employment rather than secondary or primary
sector jobs

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chapter-2
HISTORY AND REGIONAL LINKAGES

This Chapter gives a brief description on history and
regional linkages of Thiruvananthapuram district.

2.1

HISTORY

Liberally covered with the green of low-lying
paddy fields and coconut palms, Thiruvananthapuram,
which was called Trivandrum in the colonial and pre
neo liberalization period, is the Administrative capital
of the Indian State of Kerala. It is located on the west
coast of India near the extreme south of the main land.
The place is referred as Ananthankadu before
settlements existed. The place gets its name from the
word, ‘Thiru-Anantha-Puram’ which means “The town
of Lord ANANTHA”, the abode of the sacred Serpent
“Anantha”, upon whose coils reclines Lord Vishnu who
is the deity of the royal family of the erstwhile
Travancore State.
Thiruvananthapuram was the spiritual capital of
the Venad kingdom, enhanced its supremacy when the
capital of Travancore kingdom was shifted from
Padmanabhapuram to Thiruvananthapuram during the
reign of Dharma Raja (1758-1798). Travancore was a part
of Southern section of Madras Province during British
rule (Plate 2.1). Thiruvananthapuram attained the status
of a City Corporation as early as in 1940.
Thiruvananthapuram was retained as capital of the
Travancore- Cochin State in 1948 and later the capital of
Kerala State in 1956 after State re-orgainsation.
Trivandrum was one of the revenue divisions of
princely state of Travancore (Thiruvithamkoor), other

Plate 2.1 Travancore
divisions being Padmanabhapuram, Quilon and
Kottayam. The then Trivandrum division consisted of
eight taluks viz. Agastheeswaram, Thovala, Kalkulam,
Vilavancode, Neyyattinkara, Trivandrum, Nedumangadu and Chirayinkeezhu. After independence in 1948,
Travancore was divided into three districts viz.
Trivandrum, Quilon and Kottayam while Thiruvananthapuram was retained as capital of the TravancoreCochin State. With the recommendations of State
Reorganization Commission, the four southern taluks
which are predominant with Tamil speaking population
viz. Thovala, Agastheeswaram, Kalkulam and Villavancode were merged with Tamil Nadu and the rest forms
the present Thiruvananthapuram district. The Kerala
State came into being on the 1st November, 1956 with
Thiruvananthapuram District as capital.
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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REGIONAL LINKAGES

Thiruvananthapuram district is bordered by
Kollam district on the north, Thirunelveli and
Kanyakumari districts of Tamil Nadu on the east and south

respectively (Plate 2.2). Kollam renowned for its cashew
industries and tourism potentials can act as catalyst for
the socio-economic development of Thiruvananthapuram district. Thirunelveli known for its education
system and prowess through towns like Palayamkottai,
also known as ‘Oxford of South India’, because of the
number of educational institutions it has, can add to
the educational potential of Thiruvananthapuram
district. Also Kanyakumari a place with immense
tourism vibrancy can find itself connecting to the
Tourism network of Thiruvananthapuram district, as all
the three districts depends much on the Thiruvananthapuram Airport for their foreign inputs.

2.3

Plate 2.2 Regional Linkages

CONNECTIVITY

The distance from Thiruvananthapuram to major
urban centers of the State like Kochi and Kozhikode by

Figure 2.1 Physical Connectivity
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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road is 222 kms and 446 kms respectively and by rail is
221 kms and 411 kms respectively. Also the distance
from Thiruvananthapuram to Kanyakumari and
Nagarcoil by rail is 89 kms and 71 kms respectively.
The major linkages to the planning area under
different modes of transport are given below.
By Air: The International Airport at Thiruvananthapuram
is situated near Shanghumukham Beach within the city
limits; about 3kms. west of the city. Thiruvananthapuram
Airport is linked by flights to Cochin, Chennai, Delhi,
Goa, Bengaluru and Mumbai. International flights also
operate to Colombo, Mali, Dubai, Abudhabi and Kuwait.
By Rail: Thiruvananthapuram is well connected to every
part of the country by train. There are trains from
Mangalore, Kochi, Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi, Goa,
Mumbai, Kanyakumari and many other places.
Thiruvananthapuram and Kochi cities, the two most
important cities in Kerala are also well connected by
commuter trains.
By Road: Long distance buses depart from the Central
Bus Station (KSRTC Bus Terminal) at Thampanoor,
opposite the Central Railway Station. Buses operate
from Chennai, Madurai, Bangalore and Kanyakumari
and Nagercoil to Thiruvananthapuram. Similarly,
Thiruvananthapuram is well connected to the northern
parts of the State by buses.
By Sea: The district has one minor port at Vizhinjam.
The total Number of vessels handled was 40 at
Vizhinjam during 1999-2001(11 steamers and 20 sailing
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vessels). Ordinary cargo such as vegetables, building
materials, medicines, food etc. were handled at this
port. Also sea port facilities are available at Valiathura
and Anjengo.
Figure 2.1 shows the Physical Connectivity of
Thiruvananthapuram district.

2.4

INFERENCE

Rich in cultural heritage, Thiruvananthapuram
has served as the capital to the area in pre colonial
period, colonial period, and post colonial period,
which has enhanced the character of the town as a
service town, in the region. Although a coastal capital,
Thiruvananthapuram has little connectivity through sea
route to other cities despite its proximity to
international sea route. The Proposed International
Container Port at Vizhinjam will change this scenario
and bring in more business and livelihood in trade
related functions.
Thiruvananthapuram is a place of importance in
the history of region and the State of Kerala. Blessed
with all essential natural resources and skilled human
resource, and as an international tourist spot, it is now
a city in the southernmost tip of India which is gearing
up to find a new position in the global system of cities.
It requires a planned approach to make the city and its
region evolve through planned development to meet
the challenges and exploit the potential emerged in
the neo liberalized era

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chapter-4
OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE

T his

Chapter gives a brief description on the
occupational structure of Thiruvananthapuram district.

4.1

WORK FORCE OF THE DISTRICT

The Census 2001 gives the total workers in the
district as 10,47,935 persons which is 10.19% of the State
total of 10,283,887. In the district only 32% are workers
(Chart 4.1).

Chart 4.1 Percentages of Workers and
Non-workers in the district

Plate 4.1 Workers in construction industry
Main workers are those who have more than
185 days work in a year. In Thiruvananthapuram district
main workers constitute only 25% (Chart 4.2).
The Work force of a district is indicated by the Work
Force Participation Rate (WPR) which is the percentage ratio
of total workers (main and marginal) to the total population.
As per Census 2001, the WPR of the district is 32.4%. i.e.
10.47 lakh people are workers in the district.
When compared to the neighbouring
district and the State it is seen that the WPR for

The total workers are further classified as main
workers and marginal workers.

Chart 4.2 Percentages of Main,
Marginal and Non-workers in the district

Chart 4.3 WPR – Comparison with
neighbouring Districts and the State
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Thiruvananthapuram and Kollam is same and almost
equal to the State average. Alappuzha is ahead with
34% (Chart 4.3).
Table 4.1 Variation in number of workers
from 1971 to 2001

1971
Total
workers

1981

1991

2001

628293 784275 9,60,726 10,47,935
Source - Census of India

It is evident from Table 4.1 and Chart 4.4 that
though the number of total workers is increasing, WPR
is slightly decreasing in Thiruvananthapuram District.

Chart 4.4 Variations in WPR from 1971 to 2001

This shows that the increase in the number ofjob opportunities is not in tandem with the increase of
total population. This is an indication of decline in
primary sector development in the district.

4.2

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE

As per Census 2001, the main workers are
classified into four categories viz. agricultural
cultivators, agricultural labourers, and household
industrial workers and other workers.

Chart 4.5 Occupational StructureThiruvananthapuram District

Chart 4.6 Nine fold workers classification - 1991 and projection for 2021
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chart 4.5 shows the occupational structure of the
district. Cultivators and agricultural labourers constitute
only 17% of the total main workers and 5% of total
population, indicating the declining of the rural nature
of the District. When compared to the neighbouring
districts, the main workers in non agricultural sector of
Thiruvananthapuram are more which shows its higher
urban nature.
The Nine fold workers classification of 1991 and
projection for 2021 is shown in Chart 4.6. It is seen that
27% of the workers are engaged in agricultural activities.
Manufacturing constitutes 24% which is a good sign
considering the general declining trend of industrial
activities. As individual classification, other services top
the chart with 28%.
Comparisons of workers of Thiruvananthapuram
district during 1991 and 2001 (Chart 4.7) shows that there
is a clear shift of primary sector activity from 1991 to

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE
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shows an urbanization trend and decline of primary
sector in the district.

4.3

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR CLASS
OF WORKERS

The spatial distribution of 9 fold classification of
workers is shown in Figure 4.1. It can be seen that the
concentration of agricultural cultivators and labourers
follow the same pattern which is in the mid land and
high land region. Livestock concentration is seen in the
coastal belt and in the North – East region. This could
be due to the concentration of animal husbandry
activities in the North – East LSGs including Peringamala
and Vithura. The concentration of fishing activities is
reflected in the coastal belt.
Mining and quarrying is distributed all along the
district showing good distribution of mining activities
within the district.

Chart 4.7 Comparisons of Workers of Thiruvananthapuram
District during 1991, 2001 and 2021 projection (Trend based)
2001 as more workforces are employed in tertiary
sector. Primary sector livelihood is declining.
Manufacturing sector is showing a clear increase
as more workforces are into non-primary sector which

Non household industrial activities are concentrated in north and south and strangely some in the
north-east and eastern LSGs. This is where forest land is
concentrated as evident from the existing Land use map.
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 4.1 Spatial distributions of 9 fold classification of workers and the existing Land use
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Household industrial concentration is there in the
north.
Trade and commerce, transport, storage and
other service activities are distributed in the entire
district. However, heavy concentration of the same is
seen in and around Corporation area.

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE
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It is seen that the agricultural cultivators and
labourers together constitute 18% in rural area and only
4% in urban area. Household industries are 4% and 2%
in rural and urban area respectively. Other workers
constitute 78% and 94% in rural and urban area
respectively. This means that a major share of workers

Table 4.2 Fourfold classification of Urban and Rural area

Source - Census of India

Chart 4.8 Fourfold classification of Rural and Urban area

4.4

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE - VARIATION IN
URBAN AND RURAL AREAS

The four fold classification of urban and rural
areas is shown in Table 4.2 and Chart 4.8.
Table 4.3 Variations of fourfold classification of
workers of urban and rural - 1981 to 2001

in urban is engaged in other works and even in rural
area the primary sector is declining.

4.5

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE - TEMPORAL
VARIATION

Table 4.3 gives the variation of fourfold
classification of workers of urban and rural from 1981
to 2001.

Source - Census of India

The changes in the occupational structure from
1981 to 2001 are shown in Chart 4.9.
It can be seen that even in the rural area there
has been severe declining of agricultural cultivators and
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chart 4.9 The changes in the Occupational structure - 1981 to 2001
labourers over the years. Agricultural cultivators have
reduced from 11% to 5% during 1981 to 2001. The drastic
decline in absolute numbers is also seen from the chart.
While the increase in other workers is steady in
the urban area, there is a sharp rise from 1991 to 2001 in
rural area.
In case of Household industrial workers in urban
area there is a slight increase of 1% from 1991 to 2001.
Similarly in rural area also it has increased from 2% to
4% in the last decade.

4.6

INFERENCE

It is seen that, though the number of total
workers is increasing, WPR is slightly decreasing in
Thiruvananthapuram District. Cultivators and
agricultural labourers constitute only 17% of the total
main workers and 5% of total population, indicating the
declining of the rural nature of the District. The Nine
fold workers classification of 2001 shows that only 17%

of the workers are engaged in agricultural activities.
Manufacturing constitutes 23% which is a good sign.
Comparisons of workers of Thiruvananthapuram district
during 1991 and 2001 shows that there is a clear shift of
primary sector activities from 1991 to 2001 as more
workforces are employed in tertiary sector. Primary
sector livelihood is declining. The spatial distribution
of 9 fold classification of workers show that the
distribution follows the urbanisation trend. The changes
in occupational structure reveal that there is some hope
for industrial sector as of late the household industrial
workers are increasing. But there is distress call in the
primary activities in the rural areas as the agricultural
cultivators and labourers are reducing drastically over
the years, while there is sharp increase in the tertiary
sector workers showing decline of rural character of
the rural areas. The trend if allowed to continue will
add on to the urban rural continuum to its extreme
condition

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chapter-5
LAND USE

This Chapter gives a brief description on the Land use
pattern of Thiruvananthapuram district.

5.1

LAND USE PATTERN OF KERALA STATE

Kerala is endowed with a combination of distinct
altitudinal variations resulting from the rise of the land
mass from 5 meters below sea level in the west to the
soaring heights of 2695 meters in the east within the
short span of 120 km. The small expanse of land with an
area of 38,863 sq.km has a base length of 560 km along
the coast and width ranging from 11 km to 124 km.
Physiographically, the terrain has three natural regions
namely, lowlands, midland, highlands.
Geologically, Kerala is occupied by four major rock
formations namely, crystalline rocks of Precambrian
age, sedimentary rocks of Tertiary confined to Neogene
period, laterites capping the crystalline and sedimentary rocks and recent and sub recent sediments
forming the low-lying areas and river valleys.
The State is gifted with ten soil types derived
from the laterite base and has 12 distinct agro climatic
zones. The undulating topography, vibrant climate and
vivacious hydrology in the background of ever active
tectonics resulted in 44 river basins, 1750 sub basins
and 4452 mini watersheds providing multitudes of
lively micro ecosystems.
The environment of these micro watersheds are
conducive to varying crop types such as, coconut and
rice in the sultry lowlands, rice, tapioca, banana,
arecanut, coconut, pepper, cashew and rubber in hot

Plate 5.1 Thiruvananthapuram Skyline
humid midlands and tea, coffee and cardamom in the
cool subtropic highlands. Table 5.1 gives the Land use
pattern of Kerala.
It can be observed from Table 5.1 that forest
accounts for 27.83% of land in the State and land put to
non agricultural use is 9.83%.
Table 5.1 Land utilization Pattern- Kerala State

Source - IDDP report, Kollam
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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REGIONAL LAND USE

Comparison of the land utilization pattern of
Thiruvananthapuram with the neighbouring districts
viz. Kollam, Thirunelveli and Kanyakumari districts are
as follows.
Table 5.2 Land utilization Pattern- Kollam district

Source - IDDP Report, Kollam
It can be observed from Table 5.2 that area under
food crops accounts for 65.55%, forest 32.69% and land
put to non agricultural use is 9.4% in Kollam district.
Table 5.3 Land utilization Pattern- Thirunelveli
district

Source - District Agriculture Plan,
Thirunelveli district 2008
Table 5.3 shows that area under forest is 17.7%
and land put to non agricultural use is 15.43% in
Thirunelveli district.
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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It can be seen from Table 5.4 that area under forest
is 32.92% and land put to non agricultural use is
16.08% in Kanyakumari district.
Comparatively, in Thiruvananthapuram district,
area under forest is 22.79% and land put to non
Table 5.4 Land utilization PatternKanyakumari district

Source Department of Economics and
Statistics,Statistical Hand Book 2006
Table 5.5 Land utilization PatternThiruvananthapuram district

Source -www.keralaagriculture.gov.in/htmle/
glance/stat_2.pdf
agricultural use is 9.29% as shown in Table 5.5. It is
interesting to note that even being the district having
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State capital, Thiruvananthapuram has less area under non agriculture, 24% of the total land use is forest and
agricultural land use compared to the neighbouring districts. significant area is water bodies. All the three land uses
indicates potential resources of the District.

5.3

LAND USE BREAK UP OF THIRUVANANTHAPURAM DISTRICT
5.4

Figure 5.1 shows the existing land utilization of
Thiruvananthapuram district. It is seen that there is a
definite spatial pattern evolved showing agricultural land
use in the entire area with forest in the eastern belt.
The Land use break up of Thiruvananthapuram
(Chart 5.1)reveals that major single land use (66%) is

5.4.1

CONCENTRATION PATTERN OF LAND USES
AGRICULTURAL LAND USE

Figure 5.2 give the concentration of agricultural
land use in the district which is concentrated in the mid
land region.
From Figure 5.3 it is obvious that there is
intense cultivation of coconut in the district except in

Figure 5.1 Existing Land utilization map of Thiruvananthapuram district - 2010

Chart 5.1 Land use break up Thiruvananthapuram District

Figure 5.2 Concentration of Agricultural
Land use - Thiruvananthapuram district
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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the eastern belt. There are certain areas in the north
without much cultivation and the intensity is more in
the south.

District Urbanisation Report - Thiruvananthapuram
5.4.2 BUILT UP SPACE CONCENTRATION

It is seen that built up space is concentrated by
the side of major traffic corridors. Commercial activity
is less predominant in the eastern high land region.
Manifestly, the urban centres are showing high
concentration of commercial activities (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.3 Concentration of Coconut cultivation Thiruvananthapuram district (Actual Land use)
Concentration of paddy cultivation is shown in
Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.5 Concentration of built up space Thiruvananthapuram district (based on Land use
concentration index)
5.4.3 FOREST LAND USE

Forest is concentrated in the eastern six LSGs of
the District viz. Kallikad, Kuttichal, Aryanad, Peringamala, Vithura and Nanniyode (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.4 Concentration of Paddy cultivation Thiruvananthapuram district (Actual Land use)
It is seen that paddy cultivation is concentrated
in the northern and southern region of the district.
Corporation area and the LSGs towards north of
Corporation are showing less concentration of paddy
cultivation.
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala

Figure 5.6 Concentration of Forest Land use Thiruvananthapuram district (based on Land use
concentration index)
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WATER BODIES

Water bodies are more concentrated in the LSGs
in the coastal belt of the District and some in the eastern
belt LSGs including Aryanad, Kallikad and Amboori
(Figure 5.7).

5.5

Figure 5.7 Concentration of Water bodies Thiruvananthapuram district (based on Land use
concentration index)

ACTIVITY ZONES BASED ON LAND USE
CONCENTRATION PATTERN

Based on the concentration patterns of major land
uses in the district (Figure 5.8) it can be seen that a clear
pattern of activity zones of major divisions of non
residential land use have emerged in the district viz.
Forest activity in the eastern belt, agriculture in the
mid land and non agriculture land use in the coastal
belt (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.8 Derivation of Activity zones based on Land use concentration
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 5.9 Activity Zones based on Land use concentration -Thiruvananthapuram district

5.6

INFERENCE

The Spatial Distribution of the land use shows a
clear delineation of non-agricultural activity area,
agricultural activity area and forest land in the district.
Non agricultural area of the district is seen concentrated
in the low land and a portion of the mid land region,
whereas the forest area has a concentration in the eastern
part of the district. Major portion of the agricultural area
is concentrated in the mid land region of the district. In

agricultural sector, there exists definite pattern of
distribution of the paddy and coconut cultivation. Paddy
and coconut are generally concentrated in the low lying
coastal region. There are certain areas in the north without
much coconut cultivation and the intensity is more in the
south. Corporation area and the LSGs towards north of
Corporation are showing less concentration of paddy
cultivation
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Chapter-6
FUNCTIONAL CHARACTER OF SETTLEMENTS

This Chapter gives a brief description on Functional
Character of Settlements in Thiruvananthapuram
district.

6.1

CHARACTER OF SETTLEMENTS

In most of the districts in Kerala, particularly in
Thiruvananthapuram there exists a unique scattered
settlement pattern. Also there exists a phenomenon
of urban rural continuum. The ending point of urban
area and the beginning point of rural area cannot

Plate 6.1 Rural nature in urban settlement Thiruvananthapuram District

Figure 6.1 Functional classification of settlements- Thiruvananthapuram District
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Table 6.1 Functional character of settlements- Thiruvananthapuram District

Source - Derived from Analysis
be identified. So the function of a settlement classified
as of urban or rural area is not as such applicable here.
There exists a character exhibiting a combination of the
two. Analysis based on land use and plot size showsthat there exists semi urban and semi rural character in
settlements in addition to the urban and rural character.
An area can be classified as Semi Urban, if there exists
(or likely to introduce) both urban and rural activities
but the predominent activity is urban. If the
predominant activity is rural, it is classified as a semi
rural area. The functional character of settlement is
shown in Figure 6.1 and is listed in Table 6.1. The
methodolgy for identifying functional character is
described in Annexure 1.

6.2

INFERENCE

The spatial distribution of the settlements based
on its functional character (Figure 6.1) shows a clear
differentiation in the settlements pattern. Thiruvananthapuram Corporation and LSGs except for a few in the
coastal belt shows urban character. Other LSGs in the
coastal belt show signs of semi urban character.
Balaramapuram, Kottukal, Nedumangad, Chirayinkeezhu
and Edava are the LSGs showing Semi rural character. LSGs
in the midland and high land region of the district display
rural character. It is to be noted that Varkala Municipality
shows rural character while Attingal and Neyyattinkara
Municipalities show semi- rural character

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chapter-7
HIERARCHY OF SETTLEMENTS

This Chapter gives analysis of hierarchy of settlements
of Thiruvananthapuram district.

7.1

EXISTING HIERARCHY OF SETTLEMENTS

Hierarchy of settlements is derived by treating
each local body as a settlement and each Local body is
given weightage considering the facilities and number
of facilities present in the local body.
Table 7.1 Facilities considered for CFI

Plate 7.1 Settlements -Thiruvananthapuram District
Composite Functional Index (CFI) is derived for
each local body which is based on the number and
presence of various types of facilities in the settlement.
Table 7.1 gives the facilities which are considered to
derive the order of Hierarchy of settlements in this study.
First CFI is plotted against the number of
settlements to find the existing Hierarchy of
settlements in the District. The methodology for
calculating CFI is explained in Annexure -2.

Reference - IDDP report, Kollam

Chart 7.1 CFI Vs Frequency graph
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Table 7.2 Existing hierarchy of settlements

District Urbanisation Report - Thiruvananthapuram

By taking a range of 50 from the CFI index it is
seen that there are 5 hierarchy of settlements existing
in the district. However It is seen that Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is in the highest order and three
LSGs viz. Neyyattinkara Municipality, Attingal
Municipality and Nedumangadu Municipality are
having a CFI in the range 150-199, Peringamala,
Kattakkada, Parassala Grama Panchayats and Varkala
Municipality is in the range 100-149 followed by 12
Grama Panchayats viz. Vellanadu, Chirayinkeezhu,
Vellarada, Karakulam, Nellanadu, V ithura, Edava,
Kunnathukal, Kanjiramkulam, Pothenkode, Kallara,
Kulathoor in the range 50-99 and the rest falls in the
range below 50.
Manifestly Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is
taken as Ist order settlement. The LSGs within the range
100-199 is taken as second order, LSGs within the range
50-99 (12 numbers) is taken as third order.The existing
hierarchy of settlement is shown in the Figure 7.1.

Source - Derived from Analysis

Figure 7.1 Existing hierarchy of Settlements
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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SUGGESTED FUTURE HIERARCHY OF
SECOND ORDER SETTLEMENTS METHODOLOGY ADOPTED

Three criteria viz. Existing hierarchy of
settlements, Taluk head quarters and Sub Regional
Centrality are analysed for evolving future second order
settlements. As mentioned earlier, by default
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation which is serving as
the district capital is taken as one and only first order
settlement in the district.
The second order settlement existing in the
district are Varkala Municipality, Attingal Muncipality,
Nedumangadu Muncipality, Neyyattinkara Muncipality,
Peringamala, Kattakkada and Parassala Grama
Panchayats (Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.3 Administrative headquarters in
Thiruvananthapuram district

Figure 7.2 Existing hierarchy II order settlements

Figure 7.4 Sub-regional centrality-II order settlements

The second order administrative headquarters i.e.
taluk headquarters lie in Attingal Muncipality,
Nedumangadu Muncipality, Neyyattinkara Municipality
and Thiruvananthapuram Corporation which are more or
less evenly distributed (Figure 7.3). The taluk headquarters
are in the second order settlement identified by
formulating CFIs. So based on the administrative status of
settlements, no further suggestions are made for future
second order settlements.

of almost equal area (Figure 7.4). It is seen that except
in the south east quadrant all other quadrants are having
two second order settlements. The settlements with
highest CFI in the south east quadrants viz. Vellanad
Grama Panchayat is suggested as a future second order
settlement. Also for people of remote Grama
Panchayats such as Kallikkad, Kuttichal, Aryanad etc.
Vellanad provides better connectivity.

For verifying distribution of second order
settlements, the district is divided into four quadrants

Although Peringamala has highest CFI among
the Grama Panchayats mostly contributed by the
tourism activity, to optimize the tourism potential no
further urbanization is desirable since the Grama
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Panchayat lies in the forest zone. Further urbanization
will lead to deforestation, adversely effecting the
environmental parameters, disturbing the tranquillity
and serenity of the area, which will have a negative
impact on the tourism potential. So Peringamala is
excluded from the future second order settlement, but
can have the status of a future third order settlement.
Nellanadu GP enjoying the status of third order
settlement and having a comparatively higher CFI value
of 63.07 and 13th position among the 78 LSGs is located
within one hour travel distance from the primate city
Thiruvananthapuram. The Grama Panchayat also fits
into the corridor between the second order
settlements, Attingal and Nedumangadu. Vellanadu,
Kattakada and Neyyatinkara are the other second order
settlements constituting the corridor. Also Nellanadu
is connected well with other parts of the district and
posses a second order node Venjaramood as discussed
in Chapter 10. Due to its potential as a significant
location, Nellanadu is suggested as a Future Second
Order Settlement. Thus according to the criteria
discussed above, the 8 second order settlements
suggested are Varkala Muncipality, Attingal
Muncipality, Nedumangadu Muncipality, Neyyattinkara
Muncipality, Nellanad, Vellanad, Kattakkada and
Parassala Grama Panchayats (Figure 7.5).

District Urbanisation Report - Thiruvananthapuram

7.3

SUGGESTED FUTURE HIERARCHY OF THIRD
ORDER SETTLEMENTS - METHODOLOGY
ADOPTED

To identify the future third order settlements
the entire district is divided into three regions based
on density viz. high, medium and low. The average
density of high density area which lies near to sea coast
is 3417 persons per sq.km. Medium density areas are in
the midland having an average density of 1445 persons
per sq.km. Low density area confining to high land
area is having an average density of 320 persons per
sq.km. The low density area comprising of Grama
Panchayats in the forest area is excluded in identifying
future third order settlements as further developments
are not desirable which may cause deforestation.
As per the Crystallor’s theory, the service area
of the settlements may be defined by regular hexagons

Figure 7.6 High, low and medium density areas and
service area as per Crystallor’s theory

Figure 7.5 Suggested future II order settlements
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala

with settlements as centre (Figure 7.6). To identify the
gaps in the area served by the third order settlements,
hexagons representing the service area of third order
settlements are derived based on the density and
population of the three density zones identified. The
number of third order settlements in the high density
area is 8 with a population density of 3417 persons per
sq.km, which results in service area 151 sq.km. and a
resultant population 217937 per settlement. The

District Urbanisation Report - Thiruvananthapuram
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Figure 7.7 Gap in service area of III order settlements
Table 7.3 List of LSGs under higher order
settlements

Source - Derived from Analysis

number of third order settlements the medium density
area is 7 with a population density of 1445 persons per
sq.km which results in service area of 357.25 sq.km and a
resultant population 149888 per settlement. The
hexagons are then arranged with settlements as centres
and subsequently gaps are identified (Figure 7.7). To
serve the gaps,the first order and second order
settlements are assumed to function as third order
settlements. Then the area served by these higher order
settlements (1st and 2nd) are calculated and hexagons
are drawn considering the population density criteria.
The gaps in the resulting figure indicates the necessity
of third order settlements. The third order settlements
are selected from the Grama Panchayats having highest
CFI in the gaps. Based on the analysis, 9 LSGs including
Navayikkulam,
Pazhayakunnummel,
Kallara,
Pothenkode, Vithura, Kunnathukal, Anad, Poovar, and
also Peringamala Grama Panchayat which is excluded
from second order settlements are suggested for future
third order settlements. The suggested future hierarchy
of settlements are shown in the Figure 7.8.
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 7.8 Suggested hierarchy of settlements

7.4

CHARACTER OF HIGHER ORDER SETTLEMENTS

The suggested hierarchy is listed in Table 7.3
and functional character of higher order settlements is
listed in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4 Functional character of higher order
settlements

From the Table it is seen that Varkala
Municipality showing rural character and Attingal and
Neyyattinkara Municipalities showing semi rural
character are coming under second order settlements.
The remaining Grama Panchayats coming under third
order settlements are showing rural character.

7.5

Source - Derived from

INFERENCE

It is seen that Thiruvananthapuram Corporation
is the highest order settlements in the district. All the
four Municipalities are coming under the second order
settlements. Among the 8 second order settlements,
Nedumangadu Municipality shows semi urban
character, Attingal and Neyyattinkara Municipalities
show semi rural character and Vellanad, Nellanad,
Kattakada and Parassala Grama Panchayats and Varkala
Municipality show rural character. The 9 third order
settlements include Navayikkulam, Pazhayakunnummel,
Kallara, Pothenkode, V ithura, Kunnathukal, Anad,
Peringamala and Poovar.

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chapter-8
URBAN PROFILE

This Chapter gives a brief description on urban profile
of Thiruvananthapuram district.

8.1

TREND OF URBANIZATION KERALA

At the turn of the 20 th Century, Kerala had a
population of 63.96 lakhs, of which 59.42 lakhs were in
its rural areas as per Census 2001. This constituted 92.89 %
of the total population of the State. At the end of the
20 th Century, the total population in Kerala has
increased to 3.18 crores (31838619) of which rural
population is 2.35 crores. This means that the rural

Plate 8.1 Statue,Thiruvananthapuram

Table 8.1: Population figures of the State

population constitutes about 74% of the total
population in 2001. The population figures of the State
as per Census 2001 are shown in the Table 8.1.

Source - Census of India 2001
There is an increase of about 400% in the total
population of Kerala within a century. During this

Table 8.2: Trends of population growth of Kerala - 1981-2001

Source - Census of India
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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period, rural population has increased by 300%. Rural
population content in Kerala has declined from 92.89%
to 74% of the total population within a Century. This is
the general scenario on the trend of urbanization in
Kerala that has happened during the last millennium.
The population figures of the last three decades are
analyzed here (Table 8.2).
There is a steady decline in the population growth
rate over the last three decades. Population growth rate
was 19.24% in 1981 and it reduced to 9.42% in 2001.
During the period 1981-91, population of 36.45 lakhs
were added to the previous decade’s population,
whereas during the period 1991-2001, population of
only 27.4 lakhs were added within the next decade.
The growth rate of urban population of Kerala over the
last three decades shows that it is fluctuating. Over the
last two decades,(1971-81 and 1981- 91) the growth rate
in urban population was on the rise, i.e., 37.64% in 1981
and 60.97% in 1991 (Table8.3).

District Urbanisation Report - Thiruvananthapuram

8.2

CENSUS URBAN AREAS IN THIRUVANANTHAPURAM DISTRICT

As per census 2001, Thiruvananthapuram district
having an area of 2192 sq.km has a population of

Figure 8.1 Existing Urban Areas in
Thiruvananthapuram District 2001

Table 8.3: Trends Urbanization of Kerala - 1981-2001

Source - Census of India

But the urban population growth rate has
drastically declined to 7.64% in 2001 with a decrease of
87.5% over the preceding decadal urban population
growth rate. At the same time the growth rate in total
population has decreased from 14.32% to 9.42% only
with a decrease rate of 34.2%. This indicates that over
the last three decades there is spread effect of
population into the rural area. This is an indication to
the planners to take the planning of rural areas seriously
than before and subsequently address the reasons for
the spread effect of population to rural areas.
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala

32,37,356. The district has an urban population of
10,91,661 which is 33.72% of the total population. The
urban areas of Thiruvananthapuram District as per
Census 2001 are shown in Figure 8.1. The district has
one Corporation i.e. Thiruvananthapuram Corporation
and four Municipalities viz. Varkala, Attingal,
Nedumangadu and Neyyatinkara. The Sreekaryam and
Vizhinjam urban outgrowth along with Kazhakootam,
Kudappanakkunnu and Vattiyoorkavu Grama Panchayat
have been merged with Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation in October 2010.

District Urbanisation Report - Thiruvananthapuram
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Table 8.4 Urbanization in Kerala

Source - Census of India 2001
Table 8.5: Decadal Variation of Urban Content –
Thiruvananthapuram District

Source - Census of India

8.3

URBAN POPULATION CONTENT – EXISTING

The urban population content of the State is 26%
and that of Thiruvananthapuram district is 33.8%.
Compared to all other districts in the State, Thiruvananthapuram district has fourth rank in the urban content
as per the Census classification (Table 8.4).

8.4

DECADAL VARIATION IN URBAN POPULATION CONTENT VS URBAN AREA

Table 8.5 gives the decadal variation of urban
content of Thiruvananthapuram district. It can be seen
that from 1971-2001, the urban content has increased

Chart 8.1 Increase in Urban Population
Thiruvananthapuram District 2001
from 25.99% to 33.75%. The variation is not uniform and
there is major increase in the urban population content
during 1981 to 1991 contributed by the merging of
adjacent Grama Panchayats to already existing urban
local bodies.

8.5

GROWTH RATE OF URBAN POPULATION

The increase in urban population is shown in
Chart 8.1, the growth rate of urban population is shown
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chart 8.2 Growth Rate of Urban Population
Thiruvananthapuram District 2001
Chart 8.4 Urban density to Total density

the urban population growth rate is less than the total
population growth rate. Chart 8.4 shows the urban
density to total density, which shows a decreasing
temporal variation depicting that urban population
content per unit urban area, is decreasing.

8.6

URBAN SETTLEMENTS - 1971-2001

The number of urban settlements during the
period from 1971-2001 is shown in Table 8.6. It can be
Chart 8.3 Increase in Urban Area
Thiruvananthapuram District
seen that the number of Urban Local Bodies are varying
throughout the period in study. This is due to the mergin Chart 8.2 and the increase in urban area is shown in ing of non municipal towns to nearby municipal towns.
Chart 8.3.
8.7 FUTURE URBANIZATION PROFILE OF THE
It can be seen that Urban population and
DISTRICT
urban area are increasing from 1971. The increase in
The future urban profile is delineated based on
urban population growth rate in 1991 has occurred
1.
Existing ULBs of the District
due to the merging of Panchayats to ULBs.
2.
Urban Areas as per 2001 census
This indicates that the growth rate of urban
3.
Grade of Grama Panchayats
population is less than that in the rural area. In 2001,
Table 8.6 Number of Urban Settlements during 1971-2001 Thiruvananthapuram District
Census
Year

Total No: of
Urban Area

Municipal
Corporation

Municipal
Town

Non Municipal
Town

Urban
Outgrowths

Total Urban Area
(Sq.Km)

1971

10

1

2

7

Nil

155.5

1981

7

1

4

1

1

165.6

1991

17

1

4

5

7

257.49

2001

10

1

4

Nil

5

271.7

Source - Census of India
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 8.2 Existing Urban Local Bodies
in Thiruvananthapuram District 2001
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Figure 8.3 Urban Areas as per 2001 censusThiruvananthapuram District 2006

4.

Local bodies with Projects enhancing
Urbanization of the District
5. Local bodies showing higher Growth Rate
of population
6. Hierarchy of settlements (LSGs) of the
district
CRITERIA 1: EXISTING URBAN LOCAL BODIES OF
THE DISTRICT
There are five existing Urban Local bodies in the
District viz. Thiruvananthapuram Corporation, Attingal
Muncipality, Nedumangadu Municipality, Neyyatinkara
Municipality and Varkala Municipality (Figure 8.2). In
2010 five neighboring Panchayats viz. Kazhakootam,
Sreekaryam, Kudappanakunnu, Vattiyoorkavu and
Vizhinjam are merged with the Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation. The urban outgrowths mentioned in the
Census 2001 are now part of Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation with the expansion of Corporation in 2010.

Figure 8.4 Grades of Local Body
Thiruvananthapuram District -2006

CRITERIA 2: URBAN AREAS AS PER 2001 CENSUS
Other than the five existing Urban Local bodies,
the Out growths as per 2001 census are Kazhakootam,
Sreekaryam, Kovalam, Kudappanakunnu and
Figure 8.5 LSGs with Projects enhancing Urbanization
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Table 8.7 Grades of Local bodies - Thiruvananthapuram District 2006

Source - Derived from Analysis
Vatiyoorkavu which are adjacent to Thiruvananthapuram Corporation.
CRITERIA 3: GRADE OF GRAMA PANCHAYATS
The grades of Grama Panchayats are reflecting the socioeconomic development status, which is depicted in
Figure 8.4. The Grade of LSGs are shown in Table 8.7.
CRITERIA 4: LSGS WITH PROJECTS ENHANCING
URBANIZATION OF THE DISTRICT

Figure 8.6 Local Bodies Showing Higher
Population Growth Rate
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala

Local Bodies which are getting Urbanized due to
various projects that is related to non-agricultural
activities are shown in Figure 8.5. The international
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Table 8.8 Existing and future urban area

Figure 8.7 Hierarchy of Settlements
container transhipment terminal at V izhinjam in
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation, the investments in
tourism sector at Poovar & Varkala, the new spiritual
centre at Pothencode, Professional Education
Institutions coming up at Karakulam, Vellanadu,
Vembayam & Vellarada, the potential of waterfront
developments at kadinamkulam, the agro based
industries at Pazhayakunnumel and Kilimanoor, the
ongoing urbanization trend in Neyyattinkara, Nedumangadu and Kattakada, the proposed Technocity at
Andoorkonam are expedient to future urbanization of
these LSGs.

Source - Derived from Analysis
Table 8.9 Phasing of Urban Profile

CRITERIA 5: LOCAL BODIES SHOWING HIGHER
GROWTH RATE OF POPULATION
The Local Bodies showing higher population
growth rate i.e. greater than two times that of the
district growth rate (9.76%) are Vilappil and Vilavoorkal
GPs (Figure 8.6).
CRITERIA 6: HIERARCHY OF SETTLEMENTS (LSGS)
OF THE DISTRICT.
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is the highest
order settlement in the district. All the four
Municipalities are coming under the second order
settlements and the other second order settlements
include Nellanad, Vellanad, Kattakada and Parassala.

Source - Derived from Analysis
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 8.8 Urban Profile - Thiruvananthapuram District

Figure 8.9 Urban Profile - Phasing
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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The 9 III Order settlements are Navayikkulam,
Pazhayakunnummel, Kallara, Pothenkode, Anad,
Vithura, Kunnathukal, Peringamala and Poovar. The
LSGs Cherunniyoor, Manamboor, Vakkom, Anjuthengu
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However in the next 20 years all the 29 local
bodies listed as probable future urban local bodies may
not attain the status of an urban area. Only some of
these might attain urban character by the next decade

Table 8.10 Facilities in general to be provided in the suggested higher order settlements

Source - Derived from Analysis
and Azhoor are filterd out from the projected urban
profile because not only they conform to an area with
least or no urbanization thrust but also having lower
CFI values (Figure 8.7).

8.8

URBAN PROFILE

The future urban profile of the district is enlisted
in Table 8.8 and Figure 8.8.

and the remaining might attain the urban character in
the succeeding decades. The growth rate of population
can be taken as the deciding criteria by how fast a local
body attains urban nature. The pattern of growth rate
of population among the local bodies of the District as
per Census 2001 shows that the growth rate is the
highest among those local bodies along the traffic
corridor.
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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So those Local bodies adjacent to the Corporation
and those along the National highway may be assumed
to attain the urban status in the next 10 years and the
remaining Local bodies in the next 20 years. In the study
of the hierarchy of settlements, Kattakada comes in the
future II order settlement. So it can be assumed to attain
urban nature in the first phase itself. Table 8.9 and Figure
8.9 gives the phasing of urban profile.

8.9

FUNCTION (SUGGESTED) TO BE PERFORMED
BY VARIOUS HIGHER ORDER SETTLEMENTS

The functions to be performed by I,II and III order
settlements are derived based on its order, projected
administrative status and character of the settlements.
Since Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is the primate
city having large extent of area, higher order urban and
higher order rural facilities are suggested here.
Analysing the present urban development trend by the
next few decades Nedumangadu Municipality due to
its proximity to Thiruvananthapuram Corporation will
have to be provided with higher order urban and higher
order rural facilities. Considering the development
trend higher order urban and lower order rural facilities
are suggested in Attingal and Neyyattinkara
Municipalities. Considering the connectivity and
development potential the same is suggested for
Kattakkada Grama panchayat. Considering the present
trend of development and low road connectivity, higher

District Urbanisation Report - Thiruvananthapuram

order rural and lower order urban facilities are
suggested in Varkala Municipality. The same is also
suggested for Parassala and Pothencode Grama
panchayats considering their development potential.
For the remaining II and III order settlements which
attains the status of urban local body by 2021 viz.
Nellanad, Vellanad and Kunnathukal Grama panchayats
lower order urban facilities are suggested. For
Navayikulam even though it will remain in the status of
a rural local body, being a III order settlements along
NH 47 higher order rural facilities are suggested. The
same is suggested for Poovar Grama panchayat
considering its proximity to Vizhinjam. The same is also
suggested for Peringamala Grama panchayat
considering the existing developments. For all the other
III order settlements which will remain in the status of
a rural local body viz. Pazhayakunnummel, Kallara,
Vithura and Anad Grama panchayats lower order rural
facilities are suggested.
Table 8.10 gives the facilities in general to be provided
in the suggested higher order settlements.

8.10 INFERENCE
Urbanisation is found to be more in LSGs
surrounding Thiruvananthapuram Corporation. Also the
trend of urbanisation is more along the railway and NH
corridor. Migration is also more to the LSGs in the urban
fringes than to the existing urban local bodies

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chapter-9
HIERARCHY OF NODES

This Chapter gives a study on Hierarchy of Nodes of
Thiruvananthapuram district.

9.1

EXISTING HIERARCHY OF NODES

For identifying existing hierarchy of nodes, the
nodes are selected from junctions which enhances
connectivity to different places in different direction.
Node may contain one or more junctions which are
closer and is having contiguous development of
Plate 9.1 Thiruvananthapuram Central Railway Station
commercial establishments. The number of roads
joining a node from different direction is given marks
 The population distribution
according to the hierarchy of roads and cumulative
 Centrality with respect to the service area
weightage of node is calculated. According to the
 Existing hierarchy of the nodes
cumulative weightage, hierarchy of nodes is
9.3 SUGGESTED I ORDER NODES
determined. Table 9.1 gives the list of nodes within
Thiruvananthapuram district. The road segments
Manifestly, the major junction Thampanoor
meeting the identified nodes are given weightage. (Thiruvananthapuram Corporation) is taken as the first
Thus for NH segment weightage of 5 points is given, for order node in the district. The service area of the node
SH segments 3 points and for district road segments 1 is the entire district. It may be noted that the existing
point each. Cumulative weightage for each nodes is district roads with in Corporation are not considered
calculated and shown in Table 9.1. The hierarchy of the here due to high density.
nodes as per the descending order of weightage is shown
9.4 SUGGESTED II ORDER NODES
in Chart 9.1.
The selected nodes of Thiruvananthapuram
The second order nodes have to fulfill the
district can be classified into four. Table 9.2 gives the
functions of a city centre mentioned in guidelines for
weightage and order of nodes in the district.
commercial facilities in the Town and Country Planning
Organization (TCPO), Govt. of India . As per TCPO
9.2 SUGGESTED HIERARCHY OF NODES
guidelines, city centre has to cater a population of 3
The suggested hierarchy of nodes is derived by lakhs. But due to dispersed settlement in the district,
the service population of the II order nodes is taken as
taking into account
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Table 9.1 List of nodes within Thiruvananthapuram district

Source - Derived from Analysis
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chart 9.1 Hierarchy of the nodes as per the descending order of weightage
Table 9.2 Weightage and order of nodes in Thiruvananthapuram district

Source - Derived from Analysis
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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4.5 lakhs. The service area is assumed to have a
hexagonal shape, the area of which is determined by
taking into account the population density of the
service area and the population to be served. Since the
population density in the low land region, mid land
region and high land region of the district differs, area
of hexagon in respective regions also varies. The
hexagon taken for the mid land region is considered in
the high land also.

District Urbanisation Report - Thiruvananthapuram

The service area of existing second order nodes
are shown in Figure 9.1.
It is seen from the figure that there are too many
second order nodes within the district which are close
to each other and having connectivity in the same
directions while there are gaps found in eastern parts,
Varkala area and Aryancode-Kattakada area (Figure 9.2).
Presently Varkala having good tourism potential and
Kattakada having good connectivity are IV order nodes.

Figure 9.1 Service area of existing second
order nodes

Figure 9.2 II order nodes - Identified gaps

Figure 9.3 Excluded second order nodes

Figure 9.4 Modified II order nodes

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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So these two are included as II order nodes while
eastern parts are kept as such due to environmental
sensitiveness. From further analysis it is seen that there
are three II order nodes towards north of Thampanoor
connecting Attingal Municipality along NH 47 viz.
Kaniyapuram, Mangalapuram and Kallambalam. Also
there are two II order nodes towards south of
Thampanoor connecting Neyyattinkara Municipality
along NH 47 viz. Pravachambalam and Balaramapuram.
Considering their existing connectivity these five nodes
are excluded from the existing II order nodes. Further
Vembayam is in midway between Venjaramood,
Nedumangadu and Thampanoor which are already well
connected. So Vembayam is also excluded from the
existing II order nodes. The excluded II order nodes are
shown in Figure 9.3. Thus the 9 modified second order
nodes suggested are Varkala, Attingal, Kilimanoor,
Venjaramood, Nedumangadu, Aryanad, Kattakada,
Neyyattinkara and Parassala (Figure 9.4).

Figure 9.5 Modified II order and existing III order
nodes
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SUGGESTED III ORDER NODES

The combined modified II order and existing III
order nodes are shown in Figure 9.5. The 7 III order
nodes include Pallickal, Nagaroor, Vamanapuram,
Palode, Vithura, Chullimanoor and Vattappara.
It can be seen that III order nodes are focused
towards the northern portion of the district.
Accordingly the gaps are identified (Figure 9.6).
The identified gaps are in the Vellanad - Vilappil area,
Vellarada, Kunnathukal, Vembayam - Manikal area,
Kallara, Chirayinkeezhu - Azhoor area, Kadinamkulam Andoorkonam area, Poovar and Navayikulam.
Accordingly the major nodes from these areas
are identified. The additional 9 III order nodes from
these areas include Vellanad, Vellarada, Karakonam,
Vembayam, Kallara, Chirayinkeezhu, Kaniyapuram,
Poovar and Kallambalam. Thus 16 suggested III order
nodes include Pallickal, Nagaroor, Vamanapuram,

Figure 9.6 III Order Nodes – Identified Gaps
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Figure 9.7 Suggested hierarchy of Nodes
Palode, Vithura, Chullimanoor, Vattappara, Vellanad,
Vellarada,
Karakonam, Vembayam,
Kallara,
Chirayinkeezhu, Kaniyapuram, Poovar and Kallambalam.
The Figure 9.7 shows suggested hierarchy of nodes.

9.6

INFERENCE

Thampanoor (Thiruvananthapuram Corporation) is taken as the first order node in the district.

The second order nodes are limited to nine viz. Varkala,
Attingal, Kilimanoor, Venjaramood, Nedumangadu,
Aryanad, Kattakkada, Neyyattinkara and Parassala. The
16 III order nodes include Pallickal, Nagaroor,
Vamanapuram, Palode, V ithura, Chullimanoor,
Vattappara, Vellanad, Vellarada, Karakonam,
Vembayam, Kallara, Chirayinkeezhu, Kaniyapuram,
Poovar and Kallambalam
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Chapter-10
CONNECTIVITY

This Chapter gives a study on roadnetwork connectivity
in Thiruvananthapuram district.

10.1 DESCRIPTION OF HIERARCHY OF SETTLEMENTS
Figure 10.1 gives the suggested hierarchy of
settlements in Thiruvananthapuram district. It is seen
that Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is the highest
order settlement in the district. All the four Municipalities are coming under the second order settlements. Four other second order settlements include
Parassala, Kattakada, Vellanad and Nellanad. Varkala
Municipality showing rural character and Attingal and
Neyyattinkara Municipalities showing semi rural character are coming under second order settlements. The
third order settlements include Navayikkulam,
Pazhayakunnumel, Kallara, Pothencode, Anad, Vithura,
Peringamala, Poovar and Kunnathukal.

10.2 DESCRIPTION OF HIERARCHY OF NODES
Figure 10.2 gives the suggested hierarchy of nodes
in Thiruvananthapuram district. Thampanoor
(Thiruvananthapuram Corporation) is taken as the first
order node in the district. The second order nodes are
limited to nine viz. Varkala, Attingal, Kilimanoor,
Venjaramood,Nedumangadu,Aryanad,Kattakada,
Neyyattinkara and Parassala. The 16 third order nodes
include Pallickal, Nagaroor, Vamanapuram, Palode,
Vithura, Chullimanoor, Vattappara, Vellanad, Vellarada,
Karakonam, Vembayam, Kallara, Chirayinkeezhu,
Kaniyapuram, Poovar and Kallambalam.

Plate 10.1 Palayam - University road

10.3 EXISTING ROAD NETWORK
Figure 10.3 shows the existing road network of
the district.
There is only one National Highway passing
through the district viz. NH-47. There is one NH Byepass from Kazhakoottam to Kovalam.
The State Highways include
1.
Main Central Road – From Kesavadasapuram
towards Kottarakkara via Vembayam,
Venjarammodu, Kilimanoor
2.
Road from Thampanoor towards Thenmala via
Nedumangadu, Chullimanoor, Palode
3.
Road from Nedumangadu towards Shorlacode
via Vellarada
4.
Road from Chullimanoor to Ponmudi via Vithura
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 10.1 Suggested hierarchy of settlements

5.
6.
7.

Road from Vettu road towards Venjarammodu
via Pothencode
Road from Alamcode to Karate via Nagaroor
Road from Varkala to Pallickal viaKadampattukonam

10.4 SUGGESTED NETWORK
The network suggested is arrived at by connecting
the I, II and III order settlements and nodes. The

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala

schematic representation of the road connectivity is
shown in Figure 10.4. Connectivity by road from Attingal
to Varkala is not feasible.

10.5 SUGGESTED CONNECTIVITY
The suggested road network is designed by
connecting the settlements and nodes along the
existing roads. Apart from that the NH bye-pass
presently ending at Kovalam is to be continued
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Figure 10.2 Suggested hierarchy of Nodes

Figure 10.3 Existing road network
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 10.4 Schematic representation of roads connecting I, II and III order settlements and nodes

according to the original alignment up to Kaliyikkavila.
Accordingly, as shown in Figure 10.5, the suggested
hierarchy of roads of the district is as follows.
Major Roads:
1. Kallambalam - Attingal - Kaniyapuram
Kazhakoottom - Thiruvananthapuram Neyyattinkara - Parassala
2. Kazhakoottom - Chakka - Kovalam (NH Bye-pass)
3. Kesavadasapuram - Vattappara - Vembayam Venjaramoodu - Vamanapuram - Kilimanoor
Proposed Major Road:
1. Kovalam - Parassala (NH Bye-pass)

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala

Sub Major Roads:
1. Thiruvananthapuram - Nedumangadu Chullimanoor - Palode
2. Poovar - Neyyattinkara - Kattakada - Vellanad Nedumangadu - Vembayam
3. Venjaramoodu - Attingal - Chirayinkeezhu
4. Varkkala - Kallambalam - Kilimanoor
5. Kilimanoor - Nagaroor - Alamcode
6. Thampanoor-Bakery-Vellayambalam,
Sasthamangalam-Maruthankuzhi-ValiavilaKundamankadavu-Peyyad-ThachaottukavuKilli-Kattakada.
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Figure 10.5 Suggested road network of the district

Minor Roads:
1. Parassala - Karakonam - Vellarada Aryanadu - Vithura - Peringamala
2. Kattakada - Vellarada
3. Nedumangadu - Aryanadu
4. Chullimanoor - V ithura
5. Nanniyode - Vithura
6. Karettu - Kallara - Palode
7. Kaniyapuram - Pothencode - Venjaramoodu
8. Varkala - Navayikulam - Pallickal
Sub Minor Roads:
1. Poovar - Parassala
2. Vellanadu - Aryanadu

10.6 INFERENCE
Connectivity of Thiruvananthapuram district is
studied based on the future hierarchy of settlements
and nodes. A four tier hierarchy of roads viz. Major
roads, submajor roads, minor roads, sub minor roads
are proposed from the existing road network aiming
to improve connectivity between the future
settlements in the hierarchy. These suggested road
network will ensure better connectivity between
settlements. The road geometry of these roads and
junction in these roads shall be improved to ensure
better mobility and accessibility
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Chapter-11
ACTIVITY PATTERN

This Chapter gives a description of the activity pattern
derived for Thiruvananthapuram district.

11.1 DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CONCENTRATION
PATTERN
Figure 11.1 gives Activity Zones based on Land
use concentration of Thiruvananthapuram district.
The Spatial Distribution of the land use shows a
clear delineation of non-agricultural activity area,
agricultural activity area and forest land in the district.
Non agricultural area of the district is seen concentrated
in the low land and a portion of the mid land region,
whereas the forest area has a concentration in the
eastern part of the district. Major portion of the
agricultural area is concentrated in the mid land region

of the district. In agricultural sector, there exists definite
pattern of distribution of the paddy and coconut
cultivation. Paddy and coconut are generally
concentrated in the low lying coastal region. There are

Figure 11.1 Activity Zones based on Land use
concentration -Thiruvananthapuram district

Figure 11.2 Urban Profile - Thiruvananthapuram
District

Plate 11.1 A banana market
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certain areas in the north without much coconut
cultivation and the intensity is more in the south.
Corporation area and the LSGs towards north of
Corporation are showing less concentration of paddy
cultivation.

11.2 DESCRIPTION OF FUTURE URBAN PROFILE
Figure 11.2 shows the future urban profile.
Urbanisation is more in LSGs
surrounding
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation. The trend of
urbanisation is more along the railway and NH corridor.
Migration is also more to the LSGs in urban fringes than
to the existing urban local bodies.

11.3 DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
The spatial distribution of the settlements based
on its functional character (Figure 11.3) shows a clear

Figure 11.3 Functional character of settlementsThiruvananthapuram District
differentiation in the settlements pattern.
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation and LSGs except for

Figure 11.4 Derivation of Activity pattern
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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a few in the coastal belt shows urban character. Other
LSGs in the coastal belt show signs of semi urban
character. Balaramapuram, Kottukal, Nedumangad,
Chirayinkeezhu and Edava are the LSGs showing Semi
rural character. LSGs in the midland and high land region
of the district display rural character. It is to be noted
that Varkala Municipality shows rural character while
Attingal and Neyyattinkara Municipalities show semirural character.

11.4 DETERMINATION OF ACTIVITY PATTERN
The activity pattern existing within the district is
derived based on the study of the spatial distribution
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of the aspects covered in the settlement studies. Here
three aspects namely, the land use concentration
pattern, functional character and urban profile, which
cover all the aspects taken for the study of the
settlements are combined in order to evolve the
activity pattern (functional character is determined
based on population distribution and land use, Urban
profile is derived taking in to account occupational
structure and hierarchy of settlements, the land use
concentration pattern is studied based on the land use
analysis). The activity pattern within the district is
derived by combining the characters under the three
aspects. The identified activities for determining

Table 11.1 Activity pattern of LSGs

Source - Derived from Analysis
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 11.5 Suggested Activity pattern

the

activity pattern are agricultural activity,

agricultural allied acivity, non-detrimental forest activities,
secondary activity and tertiary activity. From areas of
agricultural activity to areas of tertiary activity the changes
from pucca rural to pucca urban is shown in Table 11.1. The
suggested activity pattern is shown in Figure 11.5.

11.5 INFERENCE
On analysis, activity pattern shows that
agricultural activities are concentrated in the midland
region of the district and forest activities are located in

the highland region. In and around Thiruvananthapuram Corporation there is less concentration of
agriculture activities. Andoorkonam is the only local
body having tertiary activity other than
Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation.
All
the
municipalities are having predominantly secondary
activity. A shift from pucca agricultural activity to
agricultural allied and secondary activities is seen in
the adjecent LSGs east of Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation and towards south of Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation on either side of NH-47. The same is found
in and around Attingal municipality also
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Chapter-12
SPATIAL STRUCTURE

This Chapter gives a description of the spatial structure
formulated for Thiruvananthapuram district.

12.1 SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF THE DISTRICT
a.

HIERARCHY OF SETTLEMENTS

Figure 12.1 shows the suggested hierarchy of
settlements.
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is the highest
order settlements in the district. All the four
Municipalities are coming under the second order
settlements. Four other second order settlements
include Nellanad, Vellanad, Kattakada and Parassala.
Varkala Municipality showing rural character and
Attingal and Neyyattinkara Municipalities showing
semi rural character are coming under second order
settlements. The 9 III Order settlements are

Figure 12.1 Suggested hierarchy of settlements

Plate 12.1 Aerial view of Technopark
Navayikkulam, Pazhayakunnummel, Kallara, Pothenkode, Vithura, Kunnathukal, Anad, Peringamala and
Poovar.

Figure 12.2 Suggested activity pattern
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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b.

Figure 12.3 Suggested road network of the district

ACTIVITY PATTERN

Figure 12.2 gives the activity pattern of the
district. In and around Thiruvanan-thapuram
Corporation there is less concentration of agriculture
activities. Andoorkonam is the only local body having
tertiary activity other than Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation. All the municipalities are having
predominantly secondary activity. A shift from pucca
agricultural activity to agricultural allied and secondary
activities is seen in the adjecent LSGs east of
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation and towards south
of Thiruvananthapuram Corporation on either side of
NH-47. The same is found in and around Attingal
municipality also.

Figure 12.4 Formulation of Spatial Structure of Thiruvananthapuram District
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure 12.5 Spatial Structure of Thiruvananthapuram District

c.

CONNECTIVITY

Figure 12.3 shows the proposed connectivity map
(Suggested road network of the district).
d. SPATIAL STRUCTURE
Spatial structure is the superimposition of the
hierarchy of settlement, hierarchy of the nodes and
connectivity on activity pattern as shown in the
Figure 12.4. The suggested Spatial structure of
Thiruvananthapuram district is shown in Figure 12.5.

12.2 INFERENCE
The district’s spatial structure defines that the future
higher order settlements and nodes suggested are
judiciously distributed in the district except in the highland
region which is environmentally sensitive forest area.
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is the primate mother city
serving as the first order settlement and first order node. A
ring of secondary and tertiary settlements and nodes are
seen around Thiruvananthapuram Corporation which are
connected based on the activity pattern through a series of
major, sub major, minor and subminor road network
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Chapter-13
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This Chapter gives a summary of the report findings.
13.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Thiruvananthapuram is a place of importance in
the history of region and the State of Kerala. Rich in
cultural heritage, Thiruvananthapuram has served as
the capital to the area in pre colonial period, colonial
period and post colonial period, which has enhanced
the character of the town as an administrative,
educational and cultural centre. The district is blessed
with essential natural resources such as fresh water
and fertile land. The tertiary sector is the major
contributor to GSDP, reflecting the people’s interest
towards tertiary sector employment rather than
secondary or primary sector jobs.
Endowed with natural resources and skilled
human resource and as an international tourist spot,
Thiruvananthapuram is a city in the southernmost tip
of India which is gearing up to find a new position in
the global system of cities. Manifestly, it requires a
systematic approach to make the city and its region
evolve through planned development to meet the
challenges and exploit the potentials emerged in the
neo liberalized era.
Physiography of Thiruvananthapuram district
changes from plane coastal to highly undulating
highland making a varied topography within a distance
of 45 kms (aerial distance) from coastal belt and then
mid land to high ranges along the interstate boundary.

From the demographic studies, it is seen that,
there is considerable reduction in the population
growth among majority of the LSGs over the years.
When comparing population growth rate among various
LSGs within the Thiruvananthapuram district it is seen
that, both during 1991 and 2001, the LSGs adjacent to
Corporation including Vilappil and Vilavoorkal shows
higher growth rate possibly due to in-migration to these
LSGs. Within the district, coastal LSGs are having greater
population density which lowers on going towards mid
land to high land. In case of male and female population,
productive population (15-50) is high. In case of
population concentration pattern the concentration
tends to follow the major traffic corridors over the
years.
Examining the occupation structure, it is clear
that, though the number of total workers is increasing,
workers force participation ratio is slightly decreasing
in Thiruvananthapuram District. Cultivators and
agricultural laborers constitute only 17% of the total
main workers and 5% of total population, indicating the
declining of the rural nature of the District. The nine
fold workers classification of 2021 shows that 27% of
the workers are engaged in agricultural activities while
manufacturing constitutes 24%. Comparisons of workers
of Thiruvananthapuram district during 1991 and 2001
show that there is a clear shift of primary sector
activities to tertiary sector. Primary sector livelihood is
declining. The Spatial distributions of nine fold
classification of workers show that the distribution
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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follows the urbanization trend. The changes in
occupational structure reveal that there is some hope
for industrial sector since the household industrial
workers are increasing. But there is distress call in the
primary activities in the rural areas as the agricultural
cultivators and labourers are reducing drastically over
the years, while there is sharp increase in the tertiary
sector workers showing decline of rural character of
the rural areas.
The Spatial distribution of land use shows a clear
delineation of non-agricultural activity area, agricultural
activity area and forest land in the district. Non
agricultural area of the district is seen concentrated in
the low land and in a portion of the mid land region,
whereas the forest area has a concentration in the
eastern part of the district. Major portion of the
agricultural area is concentrated in the mid land region
of the district. In agricultural sector, there exists definite
pattern of distribution of the paddy and coconut
cultivation. Paddy and coconut are generally
concentrated in the low lying coastal region. Coconut
cultivation is more concentrated in the southern part
of the district. Corporation area and the LSGs towards
north of Corporation are showing less concentration of
paddy cultivation.
The spatial distribution of the settlements based
on its functional character shows a clear differentiation
in the settlement pattern. Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation and LSGs except for a few in the coastal
belt shows urban character. Other LSGs in the coastal
belt show signs of semi urban character. Balaramapuram, Kottukal, Nedumangadu, Chirayinkeezhu and
Edava are the LSGs showing Semi rural character. It is to
be noted that Varkala Municipality shows rural character
while Attingal and Neyyattinkara Municipalities show
semi- rural character. LSGs in the midland and high land
region of the district display rural character.
To study the settlement pattern, each LSGs is
assumed as a settlement and Thiruvananthapuram
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Corporation is the highest order settlement in the
district. All the four Municipalities are coming under
the second order settlements. Attingal and
Neyyattinkara Municipalities showing semi rural
character and Varkala Municipality showing rural
character are therefore coming under second order
settlements. Four other second order settlements
include Nellanad, Vellanadu, Kattakada and Parassala.
The 9 III order settlements are Navayikkulam,
Pazhayakunnummel, Kallara, Anad, Peringamala,
Pothencode, Vithura, Kunnathukal and Poovar.
Urbanisation is analysed to be more in LSGs
surrounding Thiruvananthapuram Corporation. The
trend of urbanization is more along the railway and NH
corridors. Migration is also more to the LSGs in the urban
fringes than to the existing urban local bodies.
To study the connectivity and nodes, nodes are
taken as aggregation of junctions having a contiguous
development around them and connecting the location
to different directions. In the study of nodes,
Thampanoor (Thiruvananthapuram Corporation)
emerges as the first order node in the district. The
second order nodes are limited to nine viz. Varkala,
Attingal, Kilimanoor, Venjaramood, Nedumangadu,
Aryanad, Kattakkada, Neyyattinkara and Parassala. The
16 suggested III order nodes include Pallickal, Nagaroor,
Vamanapuram, Palode, V ithura, Chullimanoor,
Vattappara, Vellanad, Vellarada, Karakonam,
Vembayam, Kallara, Chirayinkeezhu, Kaniyapuram,
Poovar and Kallambalam.
Connectivity of Thiruvananthapuram district is
studied based on the future hierarchy of settlements
and nodes. A four tier hierarchy of roads viz. major roads,
sub major roads, minor roads, sub minor roads are
proposed from the existing road network aiming to
improve connectivity between the future settlements
in the hierarchy. The suggested road network will
ensure better connectivity between the various
settlements. The road geometry of these roads and
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junction in these roads shall be improved to ensure
better mobility and accessibility. Although a coastal
capital, Thiruvananthapuram has little connectivity
through sea route to other cities despite its proximity
to international sea route. The proposed International
Container Port at Vizhinjam will change this scenario
and bring in more business and livelihood in trade
related functions.
The activity pattern within the district is derived
by combining the characters under the three aspects
viz. 1. Functional character which is determined based
on population distribution and land use; 2.Urban
Profile derived taking in to account occupational
structure and hierarchy of settlements; 3. Land use
concentration pattern derived from land use analysis.
On analysis, activity pattern shows that agricultural
activities are concentrated in the midland region of the
district and forest activities are located in the highland
region. In and around Thiruvananthapuram Corporation
there is less concentration of agriculture activities.
Andoorkonam is the only local body having tertiary
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Corporation and towards south of Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation on either side of NH-47. The same is found
in and around Attingal municipality also.
The Spatial structure of the district evolved by
overlying the activity pattern, suggested hierarchy of
settlements and nodes and road network connectivity,
clearly defines a base for deriving the district
development concept. The district’s spatial structure
defines that the future higher order settlements and
nodes suggested are judiciously distributed in the
district except in the highland region which is
environmentally sensitive forest area. Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is the primate mother city with
tertiary sector activities as main livelihood, serving as
the first order settlement and first order node in the
district. A ring of secondary and tertiary settlements
and nodes are seen around Thiruvananthapuram
Corporation which are meticulously connected based
on the activity pattern through a series of major, sub
major, minor and subminor road network.

activity to agricultural allied and secondary activities is

In a nutshell, the district’s urbanisation analyses
unravel that with its natural resource and educated and
highly skilled human resource, the district has
tremendous potential for transforming into a leading
position in the neo-liberalized period, which can be

seen in the adjecent LSGs east of Thiruvananthapuram

attained only through spatial planning intervensions

activity other than Thiruvananthapuram Corporation.
All the municipalities are having predominantly
secondary activity. A shift from pucca agricultural
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ANNEXE-1
CHARACTER OF SETTLEMENTS- METHODOLOGY
ADOPTED
Census applies three fold criteria based on
demography, to identify the character, be urban or not,
of a settlement. If this criterion is applied for the study
of settlements in Kerala, majority of the settlements
will show urban character.

areas in the State which are pucca urban or pucca rural.
In between the pucca urban or pucca rural area, large
chunks of land with mixed land use character where in
a combination of residential and agricultural land use,
exists.

Kerala, known as the abode of peculiarities, is
different from other parts of the Country in its
settlement pattern, population distribution, land use
distribution etc. These peculiarities are to be taken into
account while identifying the character (urban or rural)
of an area in the Kerala Context. The methodology
adopted is the same formulated for the IDDP-LDP
project, Kollam.

This peculiar character of the land use makes it
difficult to classify a local body or a ward of a local body
as either urban or pucca rural. The pucca urban or rural
area is only a minor share of the total area~ the
remaining area being mixed land use areas. Hence the
character of the mixed land use area determines the
total character of the area. This mixed land use area is
to be again classified in order to ascertain the character
of the land use of an area. The methodology adopted is
described as following.

I -Urban and Rural area in the Kerala Context:
A clear distinction exists between the rural and
urban areas elsewhere in India. One can visually feel
the difference of urban and rural area. A rural area
mainly consists of vast areas of agricultural land with
hamlets distributed sporadically whereas an urban area
will have multi-storeyed buildings, high road density,
high volume of vehicular traffic etc. But here in Kerala,
one cannot clearly distinguish a rural area from an urban
area. All over Kerala, it is like a large number of small
and medium towns distributed in the village
background. It is very difficult to demarcate the end or
beginning of a town and a village.
A close examination of the land use pattern
existing in Kerala will reveal that there are only a few

Average plot size is the major criterion for the
classification of mixed land use area. If the average plot
size (total area/ number of houses) in the mixed land
use area is such that the one household can earn
reasonable income from agricultural activity alone
(without considering the present status of land use), it
can be classified as a rural area.
If the average plot size is such that one household
can earn their livelihood only partially from the
agricultural activity, it can be termed as semi urban or
semi rural area. The share between the agricultural and
non agricultural activity determines whether it is a semi
urban or semi rural area. If the plot size is such that a
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Figure I Classification of mixed land use
family has to earn major share of their livelihood from
rural activity but has to resort to some urban activity
also to fill the gap (in the earnings) it can be termed as
semi rural area. A reversed situation indicates a semi
urban area. Those plots size with an extent, which is
not at all sufficient for any agriculture activity of
namesake, can be treated as urban area.
From the above explanation it can be concluded
that the mixed land use area can be classified as rural
area, urban area, semi urban area and semi rural area
based on the average plot size
II- Classification of local body into Urban, Semi Urban,
Semi Rural and Rural:
So in the Kerala context a ward or a local body
will be having either pucca urban area, pucca rural area
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or mixed (Residential cum agricultural) use area in
separate or in its combination. And also the mixed land
use area can be further classified into Urban, semi
urban, semi rural and rural as noted above. When the
total area of a ward or local body is concerned, the
predominance of any of the four (urban land use, rural
land use, semi urban or semi rural) determines the
character of the area. While this condition is always
acceptable, certain other conditions, from the practical
point of view, are also incorporated for classification of
an area. The criteria are elaborated below.
A. The character of an area can be termed as urban;
I. If the pucca urban land use (not taking in to account
the classification of mixed land use) is more than or
equal to 25% of the total area, then the area can be
termed as an urban area. (The analysis of the land use
of various urban local bodies & the share of various
land uses of an urban area as specified in the UDPFI
guide lines shows that an urban area is having a
residential land use of the same percentage as that of
pucca urban land use (commercial, industrial, public &
semi public etc.). This is actually the residential land
use attached to the urban land use. So if the pucca urban
land use is 25% then by adding the residential share of
25% the total urban land use share becomes 50%).
2. The urban land use (Taking in to account the
classification of mixed land use) percentage of 50% of
the total area of a region can be taken as the lower limit
to term it as an urban area.
B. The character of an area can be termed as rural ,
1. If the pucca rural land use share is more than 50% it is
a rural area.
2. If the rural land use (taking into account, both pucca
rural land use and the classification of mixed land use)
share is greater than or equal to 50 % of the total area,
then it can be termed as a rural area.

Figure II Classification of land use of an area
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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C. The character of an area can be termed as Semi urban,
1. If the mixed land use area is classified as semi urban
and the sum of urban land use share and semi urban
residential land use is greater than or equal to 50% of
the total area.
D. The character of an area can be termed as Semi rural,
1. If the mixed land use area is classified as semi rural
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area and the sum of rural land use share and semi rural
mixedland use land use is greater than or equal to 50%
of the total area.
2. If the pucca rural land use share is at least 1/3rd of the
total area and the mixed land use is not urban or semi
urban, then also the area can be termed as semi rural
area (this condition is included after practical
verification)

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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ANNEXE-2
CALCULATION OF COMPOSITE FUNCTIONAL INDEXMETHODOLOGY ADOPTED
For calculating the Composite Functional Index
each facility is given a weightage according to the number

The Facilities considered and the weightage
are given in the Table I.
Total No. of settlements

Weightage of a facility

=
No. of settlements having that facility

of facilities available in the District.
Table I Weightage of Facilities

Source- Derived from analysis

Table II Composite Functional Index for
LSGs in Thiruvananthapuram District

Source- Derived from analysis
Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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Table II Composite Functional Index For LSGs in Thiruvananthapuram
District continued...

Source- Derived from analysis
The cumulative Composite Functional Index for LSGs
of Thiruvananthapuram District is given in the Table II

Department of Town & Country Planning, Kerala
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